Appliance Development Services Ltd (ADS Ltd) is a member of eBay’s VeRO (Verified Rights Owner) Program.

ADS Ltd regularly checks eBay for any potentially counterfeit or infringing goods for sale. We are enforcing our trademarks to protect consumers from being misled or confused into buying counterfeit or imitation products.

Selling or distributing products that were not made by ADS Ltd but that show images of our logo, trademarks or copyrighted material constitutes an infringement.

Copyright Information

All copy/text on our listings is original and written by ADS Ltd and therefore cannot be copied onto other listings. Any listings found to be using our copy will be reported for copyright infringement through the eBay VeRO program.

All images have been produced by ADS Ltd and their use on other listings/products, websites or print will be considered copyright infringement. Any listings found to be using our images will be reported for copyright infringement through the eBay VeRO program.

Trademark Information

ADS Ltd are the registered trademark holders of the following brand names:

- Castleton Electric Fire
- Danby Electric Fire
- Duggleby Electric Fire
- Ebberston Electric Fire
- Egton Electric Fire
- Ellerby Electric Fire
- Endeavour Fires and Fireplaces
- Fenwick Electric Fire
- Hawnby Electric Fire
- Haxby Electric Fire
- Holbeck Electric Fire
- New Cayton Electric Fire
- Roxby Electric Fire
- Runswick Electric Fire
- Staxton Electric Fire
- Wykeham Electric Fire

ADS Ltd strictly regulates the design, manufacture, advertising, and sale of its products. Use of any of the above brand names will constitute trademark infringement and reported through eBay’s VeRO program.